


But time, IT mandates, and budget resources don't always allow for trial and error testing of mobility tools. Many 
agencies are at a crossroads as they add mobile devices. Vehicle-mounted laptops and notebooks have long 
been connected to cellular data networks in patrol cars, fire trucks, and ambulances to communicate with 
dispatch, access the Criminal Justice Information System (CJIS), or patient electronic health records (EHR), 
and provide GPS navigation for fast incident response. However, the benefits of these "portable" PCs are 
restricted to the vehicle. They aren't mobile by definition and certainly aren't conducive to easy data capture or 
retrieval outside the vehicle with their bulky size and keyboard-only entry method. 

For law enforcement, fire, and EMS professionals, the majority of 
---=--�-:.....:::::::.their work - and arguably their most critical work - is completed 

�!'Ill-.... outside the vehicle in what can be extreme environmental 
conditions. Yet many of their deployed "field computing 
technologies" are not really built for their type of field work. They're 
neither rugged nor mobile. But attempting to mobilize with a 
piecemeal compilation of legacy PCs, new mobile and IP devices, 
high security info systems, and accessories is wasteful and 
ineffective - which does not deliver enhanced safety. 

Fortunately, you can rectify the situation by resetting your mobility 
strategy and building a cohesive end-to-end mobile solution with 

these simple steps. (No, you will not have to abandon all of your current hardware or software in the process.): 

1. Formulate a mobility strategy that represents your own workflow and daily flow.

During the RFP process, the daily flows of each end-user in the office/vehicle/field drive the criteria for a mobile 
PC. Think through many of the mobile workflows and start building a solution to support each: Dispatch, 
inspection, a-Citations, CJIS access, incident reporting, inter-agency coordination, etc. 

2. Know your exact mobile device needs before you start shopping.

Just like a detailed grocery list prevents you from forgetting necessities during a shopping trip, building a 
minimum requirements checklist before you start researching mobile technology options will ensure you don't 
overlook any key ingredients for your mobile strategy. Choosing a mobile device that doesn't have the right 
feature set - or can't fulfill all of your requirements in a single device - will only lead to disappointment and 
result in multiple "shopping trips" that waste time and money. 
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Many mid-size cities, towns, and counties have similar workflows and, therefore, similar mobile device 
requirements. Identify jurisdictions that mirror yours, and understand the lessons they've learned in their mobile 
journeys thus far. Their list of do's and don'ts will help you focus your requirements and conduct a SWOT 
analysis of your own current technology portfolio to make early decisions regarding: 

• Operating system preference - The applications you choose will drive your OS decision. Most public
safety agencies choose to run Windows for compatibility and security. Though there are new applications
arriving on Android today that may benefit some organizations. Fortunately, fully rugged Android tablets
are now available.

• Mobile data and mobile device security - This may include VPN access, multi-f
(CAC) readers, TPM, Kensington physical locks, and other 

internal and external measures. 
• Data entry tools - Do you need the flexibility of keyboard and touch for data entry? Do you need a digitizer

pen (which is much more accurate than a stylus)?
• Size and weight- Do you prefer a larger 10-12" screen for easy, full-page viewing of documents and

apps? Or can you make do with a 5" screen? Can your EMS techs juggle a 5+ lb notebook and patient
care in the field? Or do they need a more lightweight 2-4 lb solution?

• Wired and wireless connectivity - How many 1/0 ports do you need? Which 1/0 ports do you need? Will
your teams have access to Wi-Fi hotspots at all times, or do they need multiple wireless network and
ancillary device connectivity options such as 4G LTE, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, IP, Gobi 3000, etc.?

• Rugged requirements - Which MII-STD-810G and Ingress Protection (IP) rating levels are enough - and
how much is too much? It depends on how often your mobile device will be exposed to water, dust,
humidity, or corrosive elements, for example, and how prevalent shock or vibration will be in the vehicle.
Will the device be used in potentially explosive environments? Make sure it's also ATEX or C1D2/C1Z2
compliant for Hazardous Locations.
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